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**Kerala nurse in Saudi contracts China virus, 30 more quarantined in hospital**

At least thirty nurses from a Kuwait hospital were quarantined in a hospital in South Minneapolis after one of their colleagues died of the deadly coronavirus this week, local authorities said.

The nurses, who work in the intensive care unit of the hospital, were identified as the source of the outbreak, which has now affected at least forty people in Florida. No further details were available.

The hospital, which is part of a larger chain, said it has taken all necessary precautions to prevent the spread of the virus among its staff and patients.

**Bihar school has two teachers and a cook for a single student**

A school in Bihar, which has two teachers and a cook for a single student, has been reopened for the first time in five years.

The school, located in a remote area, had been closed for five years due to a lack of resources and funding. However, with the help of local officials and donors, the school has now been able to reopen.

The students, who range in age from five to twelve, have been provided with basic educational materials and resources as they have been away from formal education for so long.

**TMC, Cong, CPI(M) slam BIP leader Kailash Vijayvargiya for his comment on eating habits**

Kailash Vijayvargiya, the BIP leader and minister of state for home affairs, has faced criticism from opposition parties for his recent comments about eating habits.

Vijayvargiya had made comments against the practice of eating out, which he termed as a “luxury”.

The Congress, TMC, and CPI(M) have all condemned his remarks, saying that they are against the concept of democracy and equal rights.

**Mumbai retailers warm up to running 24x7 outlets as new rules set in**

Retailers in Mumbai are preparing to run 24-hour outlets as new rules come into effect.

The new rules, which will come into effect from January, will allow retailers to run 24-hour outlets in Mumbai.

This is expected to help retailers, especially those in the electronics and electrical goods sector, to increase their business.

**Weisure Developments Limited**

Weisure Developments Limited, a leading real estate company, has announced the launch of a new project in the city of Mumbai.

The project, which is located in the heart of the city, will feature high-end residential units and commercial spaces.

The launch ceremony of the project will be held on Saturday, 25 January 2020.